WEPT Checklist

This form provides you with a checklist of steps to follow when preparing for and taking the WEPT exam. Remember, being knowledgeable and prepared will help ease your test anxiety and help you pass the exam.

BEFORE you take the WEPT test, complete the following steps:

- Check out the TIPS for Passing the WEPT Sheet. The TIPS sheet can be found online on the WEPT website. Spend a considerable amount of time studying this sheet and underlining or highlighting the information that is most relevant for your needs.

- Thoroughly explore the WEPT website and read the WEPT handbook linked at http://www.sonoma.edu/writingcenter/wept/ Read through the WEPT sample essays and study the scoring rubric.

- Go to the Writing Center, housed in the LARC (Schulz 1103) and sign up for WEPT tutoring. There are several types of WEPT tutoring available, including a 30-minute test prep session. During your 30-minute WEPT Test Prep session, you can discuss general test anxiety, how to prepare for the exam, and approaches to various WEPT prompts.

- Attend a WEPT Information Session. The Writing Center and WEPT Office offers WEPT Information Sessions several times during the semester, usually the week before the WEPT testing week. These are FREE and no sign-up is required.

- Take a WEPT practice test and sign up for a WEPT practice exam tutorial in the Writing Center. WEPT practice exams require a time commitment of 2+ hours where you independently write your exam and have a tutoring appointment to review your essay.

- Take the WEPT exam.

If you don’t pass the WEPT...

- Email the WEPT office at wept@sonoma.edu or call (707) 664-2058 and schedule a WEPT advising appointment. We have a limited number of WEPT advisors and times. In most cases, advising is reserved for students that have failed the exam multiple times.